
 

 

Most people label all gentiles are YAH’s outsider people. The term gentile(s) doesn’t really describe who 

someone is, but rather how these people aren’t all Yisrael’s people. A gentile is one belonging to any 

nation or tribe of people other than the tribe of Yisrael people. Therefore, to grasp the significance of 

what it is to be a gentile, we must first grasp what it is to be Yisrael’s people.  

Since we already know how the Bible tell us there were 12 tribe of Yisrael before they were divided. 

Going back in the very early time before a man name Yisrael came into exist, we need to know where 

this name Yisrael come from as well. Back in a time when YAH’s promise to Abraham: “I will bless those 

who bless you, and I will curse him who curses you; and in you all the families of the earth will be 

blessed.” (Genesis 12:3). Then YAH said, “Lift your eyes now and look… For all the land which you see I 

give to you and your descendants forever” (Genesis 14:14-15).  

He took him outside and said, “Look up now, at the sky, and count the stars—if you are able to 

count them.” Then He said to him, “So shall your seed be.” - Genesis 15:5-6 

Abraham’s seed was the physical people of the future of Yisrael. YAH promised that Abraham would be 

a father of many nations. Nations arose from his offspring with Hagar and Keturah, but the seed of 

promise was Isaac, the son of Sarah. From Isaac came Jacob and then the nation of Yisrael. This is why 

the nation of Yisrael are YAH’s true followers’ people who believe in YAH’s teaching way of life apart 

from the worldly of man who are the offspring people of the nation. Offspring people have been 

rebellion against YAH. When the people of Yisrael referral the gentile, they often speak of all tribe 

people of the nation. Not just offspring nation. This is why all tribe of nation are called gentile; that 

come along with all tribe of Yisrael as well.   

Here are the stocking area when people often do not realized they did not study carefully and deeply 

enough to know what is and where did the word "GENTILE" come from. The word gentile does NOT 

come from either the Hebrew or Greek language. The word "gentile" has come from the Latin language 

into the English language. The Latin word "GENS” or “GENTIS" means: a family, a clan, a stock of people, 

a race, a tribe, a people, a nation. This is the root word from which our English word "Gentile" has been 

formed into.  

Now we must completely understand that "gens" has a considerable scope of meaning and of 

application. And the plural "gentes" refers to multiple races, tribes and nations. The plural Latin word 

"gentes" is most assuredly not restricted to any particular ethnic or racial group of people. It applies to 

people of all ethnic and all racial backgrounds. This including to the Yisra’ĕl as well. However, that is not 

how the English word "Gentile" is used in the so-called Church of YAH people today, or in our English 

language translations, is it??? When they use the word gentiles as to means 'someone who is not a 

Yisra’ĕl (or Jew) or not of YAHUAH's people are actually making it very racial distinction. This is very 

wrong for us to think or say that way. We right now are living in a very confusion education world and 

we often teach other the misunderstanding true word meaning just as how confusing we were thought 

what the gentile word mean.   



The reason why we often do not realize that, it is because of how we read in the Old Testaments books 

different from the New Testament written book. Many of us do not realize the Hebrew word "goy" 

translated as "Gentile". Let look at the two words "goy" and plural being "goyim", to indicate whether 

we are dealing with the singular or with the plural of this word. In those cases where a statement 

applies to both the singular and the plural forms "goy/im". Here is a basic point we need to grasp here: 

The Hebrew word "goy" only applies to a group of people. The word "goy" never describes a single 

individual. That’s the same as our word for "nation". The word "nation" can never refer to one single 

individual. In the same way that one person cannot possibly be "a nation", so likewise one person 

cannot possibly be a "goy"!  

To apply the Hebrew word "goy" to one single individual is a gross misuse of the Hebrew word "goy"! 

The singular form "goy" always means more than one individual, just like the singular form words 

"nation" and "family" always mean more than one individual person. And like the word "people" always 

means more than one person. One individual cannot possibly be "a family", and one individual cannot 

possibly be "a nation". And one individual cannot possibly be a "goy". In biblical times the word "goy" 

could not possibly have referred to one individual. So "goy" means "one nation" or "one tribe", and 

"goyim" means "nations" or "tribes". But "goy" could never refer to one person alone. You should be 

able to understand here so far.  

The two words "nation" and "people" are the correct translation for this word "goy". Both of these 

words are emotionally neutral in the sense of not passing any judgment. The reader has no way of 

knowing whether the "nation" or the "people" being referred to by this word "goy/im" stand in a good 

or in a bad relationship towards the Father in heaven. It is always the context in which these words 

"nation" or "people" are used that must show us in what relationship these people stand with YAH.  

The English word "Gentile" likewise makes a judgment. People designated as "Gentiles" are deemed to 

be non-Israelites, with a certain amount of put-down being implied. Nobody in the churches of YAH, no 

minister and no lay member, has ever at any time used the term "Gentile" to express deep respect and 

courtesy and politeness towards the people he referred to as "Gentiles". The word is NEVER intended to 

be an expression of respect or a compliment. The word "Gentile" makes a judgment in the same way 

that the word "heathen" makes a judgment. But that is not what our Almighty ONE really intended 

when YAH Himself repeatedly used this word "goy" throughout the Old Testament. And so "Gentile" is 

also not a correct translation for "goy". The first time this word "goy/im" is ever used in the Bible is in 

Genesis chapter 10, where it is used six times in four different verses.  

Here are the four example verses as Hebrew:  

By these were the isles of the Gentiles ("goyim") divided in their lands; everyone after his 

tongue, after their families, in their nations ("goyim"). (Genesis 10:5)  

These [are] the sons of Ham, after their families, after their tongues, in their countries, [and] in 

their nations ("goyim"). (Genesis 10:20)  

These [are] the sons of Shem, after their families, after their tongues, in their lands, after their 

nations ("goyim). (Genesis 10:31)  

These [are] the families of the sons of Noah, after their generations, in their nations ("goyim"): 

and by these were the nations ("goyim") divided in the earth after the flood. (Genesis 10:32)  



So in these four verses, the KJV translators decided to translate "goyim" five times as "nations" and one 

time as "Gentiles". Who told them to render "goyim" as "Gentiles" in the first part of verse 5 and then 

render it as "nations" in the second part of the same verse, as well as in all four of the subsequent uses 

of "goyim" in that chapter? The Translators have NO RIGHT to change, add or delete YAH’s teaching 

word in the first place. This is how we end up getting the mix up confusing word from ancient to Latin 

and then Hebrew and Greek and then into our English language.  

We can now see why the translation "Gentiles" in the book of Genesis 10:5 is based on nothing more 

than the racial bias of the translators? There was no justification whatsoever for the English word 

"Gentiles" in this verse. The translators themselves very arbitrarily decided to use the word "Gentiles" in 

this verse. That was their bias!  

In fact, two thirds of all occurrences in the Old Testament (374 out of 558) the translators correctly 

rendered the word "goy/im" as "nation/s" should make sufficiently clear that they correctly understood 

the meaning of this Hebrew word. We can add to this the 11 places where the word is also correctly 

translated as "people". What would we have if we consistently translated "goyim" as "Gentiles"? What 

would that look like? It would look absurd!  

Notice in Genesis 10:31 that all the descendants of Shem are "goyim". So, are all of Shem’s descendants 

Gentiles? Of course not! The next verse makes the same point about the descendants of Noah, that they 

are "goyim". So, are all of Noah’s descendants to be referred to as Gentiles? Abraham was a descendant 

of Noah and of Shem. Therefore, Abraham is assuredly included in the term "goyim". Once again, to 

claim that "goyim" means "Gentiles" is ridiculous.  

In fact, the very next usage of "goy" is when YAH was speaking to Abram in Genesis chapter 12.  

And I will make of you a great nation ("goy"), and I will bless you, and make your name great; 

and you shall be a blessing: (Genesis 12:2) 

So, here YAH, Himself used the word "goy" to refer to Abram, saying that his descendants would be a 

great "goy". So according to YAH’s statement right here all of Abraham’s descendants are a "goy", a 

nation. Would that mean that all of Abraham’s descendants are "Gentiles"? Or are we going to pick and 

choose which meanings we will apply to "goy/im" ... like all those biased translators did? Does it look 

like YAH ever intended the word "goy" to be a pejorative word, you know, like "heathen" or like 

"Gentile"? 

By now we should be able fully understand every time when we read the Bible for Gentile/s should think 

in picture as NATION/S which include the Yisra’ĕl people. This is why the dream which Apostle Peter had 

vision of the clean and unclean animals put together on the great sheet and YAH’s voice told Peter to 

eat all this animals (Acts 10). The vision of the unclean animals was merely an illustration to help Peter 

understand that salvation was NOT only for Yisra’ĕl nation but also other nation as well (see Acts 11:18). 

Whether they are Greek, Rome, or Egyptian.  

 

Please share others about this clarifies meaning of gentiles 

 


